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the second season of the hit japanese light novel series continues! its another year in the life of
tachibana chisaki ( saeki kei ), the high school girl with a brilliant future. the world is her oyster, but

its not a world that chisaki wants to live in. she wants to be more like her beautiful older sister
chihiro ( natsuyagi chiaki ) who, like chisaki, is a prodigy, but theres a problem. chihiro only has one
testicle, and chisaki would rather she had three. as if things were not confusing enough, chiaki likes
the male lead of her college class, who has a similar condition. all of this to say, chisakis mind is a

mess. theres no one around to talk to and she lives in this cocoon of misery. but then chihiro moves
away, chisaki somehow gets a new roomate, and she starts encountering all sorts of new and

exciting things! just in time for summer season, it looks like theres going to be a lot of late-night
anime to watch. what with the popularity of the wizard of oz remake, there will likely be a lot of re-

releases of classic anime, and if macross frontier is any indication, late-night anime will also be a big
trend. macross frontier is going to be quite interesting, since it will be the first time a new anime will

be airing after the macross franchise was rebooted. it will also be the first time the franchise has
been animated in 3d, and the series was made by studio gainax, so im excited to see how that turns

out. at least its not going to be one of those weird epics that is a complete reboot of the macross
franchise, so i guess that should make it ok. its probably going to be more of a play at nostalgia,

especially if the final scene is the classic finale scene from the original series, but i cant wait to see
where it goes.
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everyone has their favorite cutie and their favorite gym buddies.
theres no shortage of these in anime; its the combination of the

two that creates the magic of any anime show. kyoani productions
fancies itself a bit of a magician who makes us all wonder why
weve never seen this combination of characters, environment,

and voice-acting before. we call it magic, and our name is kotaku.
the second season is set in an integrated sports academy
featuring the cast of tamako market (still one of the most

underrated anime of the year), haganai (youll need to find a third
season), eromanga sensei, and other series. as a new fan of the

series, theres a lot of new locations, but the main difference is the
integrated sports academy concept. with that, you get to see
these talented performers interact with one another. could be

good: rinne pure, unbridled optimism from kotarou as expected.
its heartwarming and dow #4 exciting! last exile: fam, the silver

wing (also, i dont know how good this is anymore.) natsume
sousei better than i expected, but still a little awkward. life is
strange ive never played but its a sound choice. neko no asa -

astral plane i didnt really care for the first and its more of a
romantic comedy, but it does set up the wonderful world of neko

no asa , so i couldnt resist. plus its got the crazy yandere (girl that
wants to kill the boy?) title, so i knew i should at least try it.

oblivion song its a lovely tale of a clock with emotions and what
not, and it looks cute and fun. 5ec8ef588b
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